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SLUIM-RY

- It is shown that focussed booms that arise in turning flight can be
suppressed by the simple (UIthough not always practicable) expedient of slowing
down the aircraft. The correct deceleration will eliminate the local curvature
of the wave front responsible for the focussing. Specifically, the tangential
deceleratio._ resolved along the normal to the wL.ve front is adjusted to cancelI out the centripetal acceleration similarly resolved.

Horizontal turns of a prescribed limiting :harpness are not of concern
for this suppression technique: their focussed booms %ill be cut off from reach-
ing the ground by atmospheric refraction. The minimum turn radius for focus cut-
off is related herein in a simple fashion to the tabulated width of the sonic
boom carpet for rectilinear flight, as a function of Mach number and altitude.
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iUURODUCTION

Maneuvers in supersonic flight may lead to superbooms: sonic booms much
intensified by focussing and with enhanced potential for ground damage. The
superbooms normally occur on the inside of a turn. In the present paper it is
shown that the focussing effect can be suppressed by the simple expedient of
slowing down the aircraft during the turn.

The underlying principles are brought out in Fig. 1. In the lefthand
sketch a supersonic transport (SST) in straight and steady flight produces a
cone-shaped bow wave (shock). This looks like a V on the paper: it resembles
the bow wave of a boat. In fact, one can use the analogy with boat waves in
vi,3ualizing the wave behaviour. In the middle sketch, if tne SST makae3 a turn
at constant speed the bow wave tries to follow and become unsymmetrica _'y curved.
The wave on the inside of the turn advances along the dotted lines (suuaid rays).
The curvature of the wave tilts the rays and they converge to a focus. In the
general region of the focus we have a magnified sonic boom: a superboom.

Look again at the lefthand sketch, If the SST slows down the iose of
the bow wave is 'pushed in' and the bow wave becomes convex outward. This is
the opposite of the concave curvature found inside the constant speed turn.
So perhaps we should slow down while turning: then the two opposite curvature
tendencies may cancel each other,

The righthand sketch - which is supported by analysis - shows that this
is indeed the case. The cancellation of curvature is complete and the righthand
wave is quite straight. The sound rays (in the plane of the paper) are straight
and parallel, with no tendency toward a focus or consequent superboom.

The speed must not be reduced below the speed of sound during the
turn; otherwise there will be a superboom on reaccelerating. This dictates
the permissible angle of turn. Turn angles using this scheme are, in fact,
severely curtailed at low supersonic speeds. But at these low speeds the
major difficulty lies in the procedure calling for deceleration when, in fact,
acceleration is required to get up to cruising speed.

The foregoing has been a simple qualitative account of the rationale
for the slowdown maneuver, The ideas are developed quantitatively and in some
depth in the main text. Additionally, the three-dimensional locus of focussed
booms arising from horizontal turns is studied. The circumstances are examined
wherein atmospheric refraction will bend the sound rays sufficiently to cut off
the focussed booms from reaching the ground. A geometric argument is developed
which relates the minimum turn radius for focus cutoff to the cutoff width of
the sonic boom carpet in rectilinear flight.

RAO IS ANALYSIS

Rao (Ref. 1) has applied ray acoustics to the analysis of the effects
of aircraft maneuvers on sonic boom intensities. The sound rays represent the
trajectories of elements of the expanding wave front, and are drawn perpendicular
to it. In straight and steady flight the wave is conical and the rays spread
(in one plane) in proportion to distance s from the flight path.

The expansion ratio (normalized area) of a ray tube, which governs
the boom intensity, is thus



E(s) = s (M)

In acce 1 -rated flight - turning or rectilinear - this is generalized to (Ref. 1)

E(s) = sl. ) (2)

where N is the outward radius of curvature of the bow wave in planes locally tan-
gential to the flight path (N is infinite for the straight line generators of a
conical bow wave). The wave front curvature causes the rays to focus - to a line,
not a point - at a distance s = ?; this is shown by the vanishing of the ray tube
area, equation (2).

Rao showed that general maneuvers dictate the radius of curvature of the
bow wave according to

a (2 M2 _1)0_ (3)
eff

with

a cose + U + (4),•i• eff R M- co dt

The factors U2/R and dU/dt are just the centripetal and axial accelerations of
the aircraft, respectively; M is tne flight Mach number U/a , and e is the di--
hedral angle between the plane in which X is measured and t~e plane of curvature,
such that e = 0 on the inside of the turn.

It is easy to show that aeff of Eq. (4)' is an effective acceleration;

it is the component of the resultant aircraft acceleration resolved along the
sound ray emanating from the bow wave where ?ý is measured: the first term is the
component of the centripetal acceleration and the second term is the component
of the tangential acceleration.

When a e is zero, the radius of curvature ?ý is infinite and there is
no focussing: Eq. (2) reduces to (1). This normally occurs when both terms of
aeff are zero: unaccelerated flight. But it can also occur when the two terms
of aeff are equal and opposite: the component of centripetal acceleration resolved

along the sound ray is balanced by a component of tangential deceleration res-

olved along the ray. The latter possibility ic exploited in this paper.

PHYSICAL INTERPRETATION

Consider an aircraft moving faster than sound along a curved path
(Fig. 2). The circles represent sound waves that were emitted successively.-
their envelope is the bow wave. In rectilinear flight this envelope is conical,
so that in the plane of the paper it re,,embles a V. But in the curved flight
of Fig. 2 the envelope has a cusp on the inside of the turn. The tip of the cusp
is a point of focus, This is brought out by the ray diagram of Fig. 3. The
sound rays - orthogonal trajectories of points on the wave front (envelope) -
proceed as shown. The rays converge to their own envelope (ce.ustic) on the
inner circle, The convergence is a condition of focus because the ray tube area
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goes to zero; the caustic is thus a locus of focus booms in the plane of flight.

Figure 4 re-examines the early part of Fig. 2 at a certain time. The
sound wave emitted from point 0 of the flight path has now reached point P of
the bow wave. As time goes on this wave will continue to grow and its center will
be left further behind by the receding aircraft. The point of tangency P will
appear to run along the bow wave away from the aircraft. From the geometry of
the figure the effective velocity of P is U cos•t.

The radius of curvature of the bow wave is Rao's ;k (the dihedral angle
e = 0 for this plane). It is given by the usual kinematic relation

.1=(effective velocity)2

effective acceleration (5)

We have shown that the effective velocity of P is the component of aircraft velo-
city resolved along the ray: the quantity U cosk. By a somewhat deeper argument
Rao has shown that the effective acceleration of P is the component of aircraft
acceleration resolved along the ray: the quantiit 2a Putting these together allows

e~fus to recover equation (3), since U cosi. = ao• V -I. Some of these ideas are

illustrated by Fig. 5,.

DO FOCUS CONDITION

Earlier arguments based on the physics of the situation express the,
condition for non-focussing of the boom signature in several equivalent ways: the
bow wave radius of curvature N in the plane under consideration (defined by e)
is infinite - the wave front is straight; the component of airplane resultant
acceleration resolved along the sound ray in this plane (the effective acceleration
a e) i, zero, or the components of centripetal and tangential acceleration, soeff.

resolved, cancel. These conditions are exhibited in Fig. 6.

If the rate of turning of the aircraft path is dO/dt, this may replace
U/R in equation (4). Then the no-focus condition aeff = 0 yields

_lv = MY 2 l~(6)

dt dt

This specifies the xequired rate of deceleration - dM/dt a;socia~ed with the rate
of turn dO/dt.

In terms of the Maca angle p = sin- (i/M) the terms in M combine to4l/dt:

dt dt

12" = (u)

Thus the slowing dov requireC. by the no-focus condition increases the Mach angle
ji by precisely the angle of turn 0. This clearly dictates an upper limit to 0
foa a given initial Mach number such that the final Mach number shall not be sub-
sonic (P-2 predicted > 90o by equation (8)).



An example of a no-fo&us 30o turn is shown in Fig. 7. The initial con-

Ci1tionsa,-e MI= 2.00, p = 30' and the deceleration yields the final conditions
1.15, 112 = 600. The change in V matches the turn angle of 300, as it should;

morcover, the bow wave on the inside of the tnrn (in the plane of the turn) is
straight.

Figure 8 shows the evolution of the bow waves of Fig. 7 as the envelope
of soaund waves emitted by the passage of the aircraft. The progressively de-
creasing separation of the centers of the sound waves (for equal times) reflects

-r the deceleration of the aircraft. Notice how the bow wave envelope on the inside
'A' of tho tUrn remains straight; hence the sound rays normal to the bo'w wave (nct

shown) must remain parallel and cannot converge to a focus.

LOCUS OF FOCUSSED BOSýS IN THREE DIMENSIONS

The examples have referred to booms that focus in the plane of the twun.
1We are primarily concerned, however, with booms that focus in or near the ground

S I plane. Figure 9 shows how focussed booms propagate in three dimensions. If the
speed of sLund is uniform the locus of the focussed booms will be on a circular
cylinder; the line of focus '..a&tic) will be a kind of spiral curve around the
cylinder and will reach the 'z'd.

This cylinder is -he locus of all points in the rotating wave pattern
moving at the speed o: sound. In terms of the flight speed U, sound speed a &aid
flight path radius of 2urvature R, the radius of the Mach 1 cylinder is simply:

r= R (9)

No wave envelopes(Mach waves) can penetrate inside the cylinder, s:.nce the motion
of t'ae pattern there is subsonic.

This concept of a Mach 1 cylinder can be extended to the real atomosphere
by allcwiiig for the increase of sound speed with decreasing altitude. Equation
(9) still applies, with 'a' showing this increase. The effect is to flaie the
cylinder to larger radius at the ground (Fig. 9),

itut in the real atmosphere, the caustic line of focussed booms spiraling
down the cylinder may not reach the ground. In a wide range of circumstances
Ghe focus Line will be cut off by refractive curvature of the sound rays. The
cutoff mechenism is the same one that limits the width of the sonic boom carpet
to the order of 50 to 60 miles for rectilinear flight.

This focussed boom cutoff has been explored in French studies, summ-
arized in Ref. 2, by what are inferred to be detailed computer studies, However:
we can approximate their numerical results by means of a very simple phenomeno-
loginal model, In Fig. 10, B is the boom carpet half-width obtained from computed
curves as a function of flight Mach number and altitude (e.g. Ref's. 3, 4*). A is
the projection of the last ray of rectilinear flight drawn to the start of the
focussed bhgom locus.

It is evident from the figure that when A is greater than B, the terminus
of A will be outside the boom carpet. Thus the condition A = B is the cutoff
* The curves for a standard atmosphere are shown in Fig. 4 of Ref. 3 on an ordinate'
grid of 2.5 mile spacing and in Fig. 4 of Ref. 4 at reduced scale on an ordinate
grid of 10 mile spacing.
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condition for focussed booms. By geometry this is equivalent to

R cos2 (10)

Here R is the minimum radius of curvature of the fligh•, path for which focussed
booms will just reach the ground; for a radius larger than R the focus will be
cut off. Correspondingly,

U2 ~2
n'gR= (R

is the maximum centripetal acceleration that can be permitted without focussed

booms reaching the ground, and

tanlI = n' (12)

refers to the corresponding maximum permissible airplane bank angle D.

Wanner et al in Ref.2, without specifying the computational details,
have presented a chart of the limiting bank angle (D (their Fiz.4, reproduced
herein as Fig. 11) for various altitudes and Mach numbers. With use of equations
(II) and (12) we can immediately obtain therefrom the properties of the sharpest
turns that can be negotiated without focus booms reaching the ground, namely,
the maximum centripetal acceleration n: and the minimum turn radius R.

In Table I we have tabulated values of n' and R obtained in this way
from Fig. 11 for a series of Mach numbers for flight at 11 km. (36,000 ft.)
iltitude in a standard atmosphere. Corresponding values of R calculated by the
method of the present paper are likewise tabulated; these were obtained from
the relation A = B of Fig. 10, utilizing values of B computed by Kane and Palmer
(Ref.3).

It is seen that the agreement between the two sets of values of minimum
turn radius R is quite good. The small discrepancies are well within the uncer-
tainties (noted under the table) arising from reading and interpolating the
curves of Fig. 4 of Ref. 3.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

It has been shown that the focus booms that arise in turning flight
at supersonic speed can be suppressed by the simple expedient of slowing down
the aircraft. The correct deceleration will eliminate the local curvature of
the wave front (Mach 'cone') responsible for the focussing. The curvature
(concave outward) is proportional to the component of resultant acceleration
resolved along the normal to the wave front. In the proposed scheme the
tangential deceleration component is adjusted to cancel out the centripetal
acceleration component.

Horizontal tu2-ns of a prescribed limited sharpness are not of concern
for the above maneuver: their focus booms will be cut off from reaching the
ground by atmospheric refraction. The minimum turn radius (- maximum acceleratlor.
for focus cutoff is related herein in a simple fashion to the tabulated width of
the sonic boom carpet for rectilinear flight, as a function of Mach number and
altitude.
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5 The tabulated results confirm same well-known generalizations. Thus
at cruising altitude (11 km.) flight faster than M = 1.7 will permi.t quite sharp
turns ( > 0.45 g) without focussed booms reaching the ground. But at transonic
speeds even very gentle turns - which might be inadvertent - will yield focussed
booms: a sufficient centripetal acceleration is 0.09 g at M = 1.2, with the value
decreasing as M approaches unity.

These observations seriously limit the prat-ical utility of the proposed
deceleration scheme for suppressing focus booms; the scheme is virtually inappli-
cable at the lower supersonic speeds where the need for-suppression is the greatest.
In particular, deceleration is called for in the face of the requirement for
acceleration to get up to cruising speed.
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- T.BE I. COBDI TIO0.'S FOR H~O FOCUS (CUT1-OFF) 1-2 GROUITD,

(Flight Altitude U1 km (36,003 ft))

SHARPEST _PE ISIBLEE TURN

1 B !•MI ! MA-.XU-" B.ATK
C Ic Co s___,_o_ RADIUS ACCEL. At CAkTWI

WIDTH PREDICTED
_ _ _ILR = BseRc2 i _ _.23 _.23

-/a / _, mi. mi. g s degrees

1.2 1.0142 .0789 7.0 88.9 87.2 .09 50 very gentle

1.4 1.218 .328 14.5 44.2 47.1 .23 130 gentle

1.7 1.478 .541 18.5 35.1 35.6 .45 24 noticeable

2.4 2.Q83 .769 22.5 28.3 29.8 1.07 47° military

3.0 2.606 .851 24.0 28.6 28.3 1.73 600 military

L__ CO.MARE

FOOTNOTES:

1. Fig. 4
2. These figures, read or interpolated from graphs, are

uncertain to about + 0.5 mi. There is a corresponding
uncertainty in column 5, varying from about + 6 mi, *t

M = 1.2 down to about + 0.6 mi. at M = 3.0
3. Fig. 4.
4. Horizontal component.
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